ABSTRACT

New many-core architectures are characterized not only by the large amount of processing elements but also by the large number and heterogeneity of resources. This new environment has prompted the development of new techniques that seek finer granularity and a greater interplay in the sharing of resources.

The research proposed here will provide an analysis of these new scenarios, proposing new methodologies and solutions that leverage these new challenges in order to increase the performance and energy efficiency of modern many-core architectures.
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C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques; D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Programming—Parallel programming; D.3.4 [Processors]: Optimization; G.1.0 [Numerical Analysis]: General—Parallel algorithms
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1. MOTIVATION AND SIGNIFICANCE

The new many-core era motivated by the recent efforts to build peta-scale and exa-scale machines has brought several challenges for exploiting the parallelism on new many-core architectures with hundreds, or even thousands, of independent processing elements. The scenario inside these chips is different to previous multi-core processors, some of the new characteristics are: (1) Increasing amount of shared resources, (2) heterogeneity of resources, (3) diversity in coordination and arbitration mechanisms for shared resources and (4) constraints in energy consumption.

This new environment requires new techniques that seek finer granularity and a greater interplay in the sharing of resources. These work re-evaluate several elements of computer systems and algorithm design under these new scenarios, it includes runtime systems, scheduling schemes and compiler transformations.

Moore’s law is still valid, the number of transistor in a single chip doubles every 18 months approximately, but single processor architectures are not able to take advantage of the increasing amount of transistors. Today, Computer Architecture has become extremely parallel at all levels. The many-core era has arisen: A large number of simple processing elements are preferred over few very complex but powerful processors. The whole system is moving towards more heterogeneity with both approaches, where the share resources are essential for a proper synergy.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND METHODOLOGY

This new era brings two main challenges in the algorithms implemented on these modern many-core architectures: First, shared resources have become the norm, ranging from the memory hierarchy and the interconnections between processing elements and memory to arithmetic blocks such as double floating point units; different mechanism at software and hardware levels are used for the arbitration of these shared resources and need to be consider on the scheduling and orchestration of tasks. Second, in order to take advantage of the increasing amount of parallelism available, the number of tasks has increased and tasks have become finer, imposing new challenges for a light and balanced scheduling subject to resource and energy constrains.

The research proposed here will provide an analysis of these new scenarios, proposing new methodologies and solutions that leverage these new challenges in order to increase the performance and energy efficiency of modern many-core architectures. During the pursue of these objectives, this research intends to answer the following question:

- Which is the impact of low-level compiler transformations such as tiling and percolation to effectively produce high performance code for many-core architectures?
- What are the trade-offs of static and dynamic scheduling techniques to efficiently schedule fine grain tasks with hundreds of threads sharing multiple resources under different conditions in a single chip?
- How to efficiently model energy consumption on many-cores managing trade offs between scalability and accuracy?
• Which are feasible methodologies for designing power-aware tiling transformations on many-core architectures?

The research methodology adopted includes theoretical analysis and experimental evaluation. Selected analysis and results presented in these work have been extended on our previous publications [9, 6, 7, 8]. For the evaluation, we have used a novel many-core architecture: The IBM Cyclops-64 processor (C64), a double precision architecture with 160 independent hardware thread units on a chip and a software managed memory hierarchy. C64 features have been described extensively in previous publications [4].

3. PROPOSED APPROACH

3.1 Performance

Methodologies for improving performance in parallel systems have been focused on cache-based parallel systems. This methodologies exploit locality through padding and cache tiling techniques with tile size selection [3, 12]. Nevertheless, cache replacement policies are controlled by hardware, making fine control of these parameters difficult. A feasible alternative is the new set of many-core-on-a-chip systems with a software managed memory hierarchy such as Cyclops-64 (C64). These new systems provide more opportunities to improve performance and flexibility.

We present a general framework that provides a mapping of applications to software managed memory hierarchies, our strategy involves an optimal register tiling and sequence of traversing tiles. The size of tiles and the sequence of traversing tiles are designed to maximize the reuse of data in registers and minimize the number of memory accesses to slower levels by solving a non-linear optimization problem [9].

At task level, we put special attention to the case of fine-grain parallelism. In the past, the main focus of scheduling techniques was to achieve high load balancing with low overhead in order to increase total performance. As a result, Static Scheduling (SS) is preferred over Dynamic Scheduling (DS) for embarrassingly parallel and highly regular applications executed in homogeneous architectures.

We have studied the task scheduling problem for this kind of applications under the scenario imposed by many-core architectures to investigate whether or not there exists scenarios where DS is better than SS. We found that for highly regular and embarrassingly parallel applications, DS can overcome SS in some situations commonly found in many-core architectures. We present experimental evidence that support this claim. In particular, we show how the performance of SS is degraded by the new environment on many-core chips [8, 5, 13]. We analyze three reasons that contribute to the poor performance of SS and the feasibility of a light DS implementation on many-core architectures under the situations described: (1) Under limited amounts of tasks, a uniform mapping of work to processors without considering the granularity of tasks is not necessarily scalable. (2) The presence of shared resources (i.e. shared memory and cross-bar interconnections) produces unexpected variations in the task execution time of similar sizes. SS is not able to manage these variations properly. (3) Hardware features, such as in-memory atomic operations, greatly contribute to decrease the overhead of DS, making it competitive with respect to SS.

In addition, we have study the role of task percolation and scheduling in the performance of applications. In order to increase the returns of these techniques we have made two improvements. First, we fused dynamic scheduling and percolation operations into a dynamic percolation approach. Second, we propose to add additional percolation operations. Our new improvements contribute to the performance of certain applications in many-cores. We used the Matrix Multiply benchmark under the C64 architecture. For this example, we increase the performance by 48% [7, 5].

3.2 Energy Efficiency

On modern parallel architectures, power consumption and energy efficiency are a feasible constraint. In this area, we propose a scalable energy consumption model for many-core architectures with software-managed memory hierarchy. In addition we develop a power-aware tiling techniques for energy friendly applications [6].

The proposed energy consumption model is function of two parameters: The total execution time and the number and type of instructions executed in the application. In more detail, for a program Λ, the total energy consumption $E_T$ can be expressed by:

$$E_T(\Lambda) = e_0 \cdot t + \sum_{i=1}^{M} e_i \cdot N(C_i)$$ (1)

Where $e_0$ is the static power dissipated, and $e_i$ for $i = 1, \ldots, M$ is the energy consumed by each type of instruction $C_i$ (e.g. integer addition, double multiplication, load double from on-chip memory, etc.). The function $N(\cdot)$ counts the number of instructions in the program Λ that belong to that type of instruction. The simplicity of this model make it scalable with the number of hardware threads. In addition, the model considers variations in latency of the operations produced by diverse mechanism of arbitration in shared resources and starvation of them.

Finally, the design of the power-aware tiling follows an approach supported by the solution of a non-linear optimization problem that minimizes the energy consumption of the most power hungry operations. This optimization problem is targeting to minimize the dynamic energy; this portion is close related to the amount of work performed, and it does not depend on how the work is executed (serial or parallel). While latency can be hidden by proper overlapping of tasks in order to decrease execution time and increase performance, performance optimizations are just decreasing the static energy consumption but can positively or negatively impact the dynamic energy consumption.

We have study different approaches to solve this optimization problem under different applications such as FDTD, LU decomposition and matrix multiplication. We have validated our model on a real C64 chip, showing high accuracy. Also the power-aware tiling has shown success reducing the total energy consumption and increasing the power efficiency.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Performance

First, we used a microbenchmark to evaluate SS vs DS. The tasks in this microbenchmark process 256B of data from on-chip memory as follows: The thread copies a vector from...
on-chip memory to local memory. Then, it computes the checksum of the bytes and it stores back the vector in another location of the memory. Figure 1 (left) shows the tradeoffs between DS and SS with different number of Thread Units (TUs). As expected, when few TUs are used, SS is faster than DS, with the worst case being -27% for 32 TUs. After 24 TUs, DS has better performance when task sets are used. Finally, after 48 TUs all the datasets favor DS. The maximum relative speed up is 137%. This speed up occurs with the smallest problem size and the maximum number of TUs.

Using Matrix Multiplication and on-chip memory, our baseline used optimized register tiling and SS, its scalability with the matrix size can be detailed in Figure 1 (center). We further increased the performance to 58.95 GFLOPS by using the Percolation inside the tasks using the same SS but the scalability remains the same. With the implementation of DS, the maximum performance and scalability with respect to the number of TUs increased significantly.

A hierarchical tiling for matrix multiply was also studied. We used large matrices in off-chip memory using Percolation for the overlapping of computation and data movement. We compared two versions of the matrix multiplication: The first one is a static scheduling approach that assigns computation and data movement tasks at the beginning of execution using low latency hardware barriers for synchronization between tasks. The second one is dynamically scheduled; the tasks are ready after their dependencies are satisfied [5]. We have used a Dynamic Percolation that takes advantage of the in-memory atomic operations available in C64. The results in figure 1 (right) show the high scalability and performance of the Dynamic Scheduling approach. On the contrary, the Static version is not able to surpass half the theoretical peak performance of C64. In addition, the SS scalability decreases after 120 TUs.

4.2 Energy Efficiency

Using measurements of instantaneous power on a real chip and a regression model, the coefficients of equation 1 were calculated. The results for a subset of the Instruction Set of C64 are shown on Figure 2 (left). From our analysis, loads and stores on DRAM (lddram, stdram) are the most energy hungry, followed by loads and stores on SRAM (ldsram, stdram). There is a difference of two orders of magnitude in the energy consumption of DRAM operation and SRAM operations. A deeper analysis using several microbenchmarks show that the energy consumption is highly linear with the number of operations of each type. It details that after memory operations, floating point operations (fmadd, fnmadd) and complex integer operations (nmull) consumes similar energy. Integer, logical and register movement operations (add, and, mov, li) consumes less energy than the other classes.

We also evaluated our energy-aware tiling using two applications: Matrix Multiply (MM) and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD). First, we will compare real measurements of energy consumption with the estimations made using our model in order to determine the accuracy of it. Next, we will compare different tilings with one designed for being energy-aware in order to study the advantages of the technique proposed.

A matrix of size \(m \times m\) that fits on SRAM was used for the MM benchmark. Our approach \((OptT)\) was compared with a dot product register tiling \((DPT)\). Both tilings were implemented using assembly code in order to use the whole register file. The FDTD implementation used a problem of size \(m \times q\), the tile size is the maximum possible that fits on Scratchpad Memory, we compare our diamond tiling \((DmT)\) with 3 well-known techniques: A rectangular tiling (naive) \((NT)\), the overlapped tiling \((OT)\) that uses redundant computations in order to tile time and space dimensions and split tiling \((ST)\) that uses multiple shapes for fully partitioning the iteration space.

Figure 2 (center) compares the measured energy with the prediction of our model using the Matrix Multiplication. Clearly, the predictions have high accuracy to the measurements for the dynamic energy and static energy. The average error of our model is 26.6% and 0.82% for the dynamic energy and total energy respectively. In addition, the tiling proposed decreases the dynamic and total energy consumption in 56.52% and 61.21% on average. Further calculations show that the power efficiency [MFLOPS/W] increases between 2.62 and 4.13 times for this benchmark.

For the FDTD benchmark, figure 2 (right) shows the effectiveness of our energy-aware tiling (diamond tiling) for decreasing the total and dynamic energy. The total average energy reduction was 81.26%, 57.27% and 15.69% compared with split tiling, overlapped tiling and naive tiling respectively. The accuracy of our model is corroborated too; the average error is 7.3% for the total energy with respect to real measurements.

5. RELATED WORK

Studies for increasing performance on many-core architectures with software-managed memory hierarchy and hundreds of independent threads on a single chip have been of recent interest [9, 2, 11], several approaches used for cache based systems have been able to increase performance but they are still far to take full advantage of the hardware and reach near peak performance even for highly regular applications [2, 11]. Some of them have shown empirical evidence about increasing the power efficiency [9, 5].

Under traditional architectures, energy consumption has been extensively studied [14]. Most of the research in the area has focused on systems with caches [10]. Models with high accuracy but also highly complex have been proposed for serial processors. They use precise information about the hardware and they are based on elaborated instruction scheduling [14]. Extensions of these models to many-core architectures is highly difficult and not scalable with the number of hardware threads. Energy efficiency on multiprocessors has been focused on the hardware design, including hardware features like power saving off-chip memory or dynamic voltage selection [1].

6. FUTURE WORK

Several studies on regular applications have been done. A more detailed studies on irregular applications and the advantages of DS and Dynamic Percolation will allow more general conclusions. At this point, tilings for high performance and energy efficiency have been designed independently. Future work is pointing to formulate and solve an optimization problem for finding a tiling that includes tradeoffs between energy efficient and high performance.
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